
THELAB 
“WERE CHASSIDIM ARE MADE” 

lab-ruh-tawr-ee  
“any place, situation, set of conditions, or the like, conducive to experi-

mentation, investigation, observation, creation etc.; by the usage of 

materials, concepts, ideas etc;” 

Some people (campers, counselors, waiters, general staff, head staff , 

and other random joe shmoes) are very possibly wondering why the 

front office is called “the lab”. Many have suggested that its an acronym 

(roshie teivos) for something, such as “lets all behave” or lazy and 

bored”or maybe  “love and peace “ o wait that one doesn't really work 

but you get the point. In truth in order to under stand why it is called 

“the lab” we first have to understand the text book definition of a lab. 

Which in truth is an abbreviation of the word laboratory: 

 

 

 

 

So in short “the lab” is were things are created using certain stuff. In our 

case “the lab”  here in camp creates chassidim by providing the 

necessary materials such as chitas papers, rambam papers, chumashim 

on shabbos, by provding packages to the campers which were sure only 

contain seforim, as well as email which were confident only contain 

divrei Torah and Geshmake vertelach. And of course making all the im-

portant announcements so that all the campers are where they should 

be when they should be there. 

To get to the point “THE LAB IS WERE CHASSIDIM ARE MADE!!!!” 

FROM THELAB 

B”H 



 

RIDDLE: 

What is full of 

holes but still holds 

water?  
 

 

GUESS THE STAFF: 

Who has been here the 
longest? 

Who davens with the most 
kavanah? 

Who plays the most instru-
ments? 

Who picks thee nose the 
most? 

Who has been to the most 
countries? 

Who is the oldest in camp? 

Who has the biggest bill in 
canteen?  

  The real camp news 

 

• We started second month 

• People in bath robes came 

• Ernie is still in camp 

• The lab got an upgrade 

• Camp added two bunks 

• Age is just a number (talking to you bunk tes) 

• KM chmoel lachkar has competition (not actually) 

• Mendel azimov is still looking for a job 

• The great esteemed grand rabbi G is here 

• Montreal Banon’s lost a game 

• HC Sruli brook probably cheated 

• Yosef glazer (who?) brought his buddies from the 

army 

• Shimi weinbuam wanted to make but he had a pre-

vious engagement 

• Tuesday was supposed to be color war 

• Instead we had a war of colors 

• All waiters are still in camp (don’t forget to tip 

them) 

• There was no staff in camp for a a day 

• Staff lit stuff on fire 

• G-D is great 

• There was acrobats 

• Zalmy shmotkin can do the same exact flip  

• Or so he claims 



The life of the national guard:  

michael: "Excuse me, Drill Sergeant?" 
commaner: "What is it?" 
michael: "Drill Sergeant, I cannot drink the tap water." 
commander: "Why not?" 
michael: "The slimy mikva water makes me sick, Drill Sergeant." 
commander: "sick?" 
michael: "Yes, Drill Sergeant. I can only drink bottled water." 
The Drill Sergeant paused a beat, unbelieving. Then he gestured at a nearby private. 
commander: "Private josh, go and help Private Tapwater fill up his bottle, and make 
sure that he drinks it. There's nothing wrong with that water!" 
For the rest of the Basic Training, he was known as Private Tapwater. . Thank you 
again, Pvt. Tapwater! lol lol lol 

Now let me tell you all something about this pvt.tapwater, many didn't think he could-
n't make it in life. Very few people thought he had it in him. But all of that changed 
when he was asked to come to machne gan Yisroel for the first time in his life he was 
a somebody he was swarmed from all sides with kids asking him hundreds of ques-
tions (and no he didn't have a gun cuz there goyish) the point of this story is drink lots 
and lots of water because it very important to stay hydrated and have proper energy 
throught the entire day and no soda from dovids canteen doesn't count. o ya and I 
forgot to meantion we also had pvt. Whydonttheygiveussteak. But he decided to tell 
us about his personal life instead. 

 

Ok so let me start off by telling you a little bit about my self. My name is shmary shmerilstein and I 

come from well nowhere (its complicated I’ll have to explain another time) but today I’m in gan yis-

roel and let me tell you what happened. So we all thought there was color war and so a bunch of my 

friends and I decided to scream out loud except it wasn't. so now we all looked kinda stupid (even 

though were not really were very smart (I’m the smartest)) anyway turns out there's a staff play 

“yay!!!” I love staff plays especially the play part, no wait maybe I like the staff part better. Either way 

the play begins and hold up, this kinda looks familiar I remember learning something about people 

falling into the ground. Ok now I’m really confused my friends and I just had a heated debate if that 

backdrop was meant to fall or not ( of course it was the staff  don’t make mistakes) moving right 

along whoah! We just skipped like a trillion years were back in my time, no wait we moved again to a 

different time period. Ok someone died, weird people all over the place doing really ridiculous 

things, was that man just hanged or just kinda hanged? That boy just came back alive “say what 

now”!?great ending an entire chariot fire!!! (I love fire) anyways go to go till next time. Bye. 

A CAMPER SPEAKS 


